
for everydayfor everyday
peoplepeople

happilyhappilyhappily
ever afterever afterever after



Why do these
exist? Why are
they unhappy?



A dreamy, young, and
most importantly, white
woman
A dashing rogue of a man
to steal her from her
boring life
Marriage as the end of
the story, the peak for
women

Classic fairytales feature:

And more questionable
features for children to
uncritically consume

What is in a
fairy tale

romance?

How can we 
redefine the
narrative of love?

Princesses and
knights, dragons

and witches...



This zine aims 
to challenge the

heteronormative
expectations

inherent to the
classic fairytale

by... 

the reversal of normative
gender roles
the inclusion of people of
color and LGBTQ people
the breakdown of the
unspoken scripts of the
gender binary

portraying love in all its
diverse and beautiful forms,
including...

Ahead lies love
that refuses
capitalist
machinations!
No more
damsels, no
more kings.



#alphafemaleuniverse

#funnycoupleaestheticmeme
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STEP 1:STEP 1:STEP 1:
SHUFFLESHUFFLESHUFFLE
THETHETHE
GENDERGENDERGENDER
ROLESROLESROLES

STEP 2:STEP 2:STEP 2:
ADD AADD AADD A

LITTLELITTLELITTLE
COLOR TOCOLOR TOCOLOR TO

OUROUROUR
PEOPLEPEOPLEPEOPLE



STEP 3:STEP 3:STEP 3:
De-centeringDe-centeringDe-centering

cisnormativitycisnormativitycisnormativity



Welcome toWelcome toWelcome to
the Rodeothe Rodeothe Rodeo



the original Cinderellasthe original Cinderellasthe original Cinderellas
dolled up and disguised,dolled up and disguised,dolled up and disguised,

no fairy godmothers present -no fairy godmothers present -no fairy godmothers present -    
only the hard work of a whole year.only the hard work of a whole year.only the hard work of a whole year.

underneath the glamour,underneath the glamour,underneath the glamour,
always a touch of fearalways a touch of fearalways a touch of fear    

that the clock will run out,that the clock will run out,that the clock will run out,    
that midnight will strike.that midnight will strike.that midnight will strike.

this was before queerthis was before queerthis was before queer
became safe to inhabit.became safe to inhabit.became safe to inhabit.

Imagine aImagine aImagine a
communitycommunitycommunity
that makesthat makesthat makes
love possible.love possible.love possible.



"We sit hand in hand in hand
Time slips past our happy eyes
Three hearts beating in sync
Time has shown this love endures,
Each day we set the table for three
Time well spent with each other
Three hearts beating in sync
Time has shown this love endures,
Every night we lay side by side by side
Time lets our souls rest
Three hearts beating in sync
Time has shown this love endures."

No more loveNo more loveNo more love
trianglestrianglestriangles
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